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Abstract

We propose a method for optimizing multiple-drone pursuers’ performance in handling attacks from Kamikaze multiple-drone evaders on
a battlefield. The central aspect of this problem is to minimize damage produced by evaders towards a defended area guarded by multiple-
pursuers. We propose a communication strategy among pursuers where each pursuer can communicate with each other to decide which
evaders should be chased and immobilized by each pursuer. We simulate the proposed method in a dynamic 3D environment. The simulation
results conclude that our proposed method performs better than the commonly used algorithm for solving this kind of problem.
c⃝ 2020 The Korean Institute of Communications and Information Sciences (KICS). Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of drone technology triggers the
increase of possible destructive attacks performed by drones
in a battlefield. In nowadays environment, it is possible for
multiple drones working together as a swarm (group) to attack
an area on a battlefield. Overcoming this thread using conven-
tional technology is seemly useless. A better strategy is needed
to tackle this problem efficiently. One of the most promising
approaches available for this problem is the usage of multiple
drone’s technologies that work as a group of pursuers that
can automatically catch, destroy, or immobilize any existing
evaders, as shown in Fig. 1.

From the computer science field, the problem mentioned
earlier is a part of the Multiple-Pursuers Multiple-Evaders
(MPME) problem. MPME is a computer science problem in
swarm optimization where there are many pursuers trying to
capture some evaders trying to infiltrate and attack an area. In
this kind of problem, there is a group of evaders attempting
to strike a secured area by simultaneously moving towards it
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as their target. When evaders reach a specific range from the
target, evaders can attack the target by any available weapon
they own. The main task in this problem is how to coordinate
a group of defenders (pursuers) to pursue all evaders then
immobilizing them by shooting a weapon upon them. Each
pursuer can detect, in a limited range, the existence and
location of every evader around the pursuer. However, any
pursuer cannot predict the movement of each evader. The goal
in MPME problem is to minimize the secured area damage
caused by evaders.

There have been many approaches conducted to solve
MPME problem variant, for example [1–3]. In MPME re-
search topic, the technical issue in how a pursuer catches,
destroys, or immobilizes a target is usually not discussed in
detail. This technical issue is strictly related to the implementa-
tion environment of the algorithm; for example, a pursuer can
shoot an evader using a net weapon. MPME research problem
usually simplifies the evaders catching process explanation by
automatically destroy an evader when a pursuer is in a specific
range of the evader. The common assumption used in MPME
research is also that although evader can cause damage to its
target area, each evader does not attack any pursuer. This paper
will also follow the approaches.

In the conventional approach, MPME problem is solved by
locking an evader as a pursuer target. The pursuer will perform
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Fig. 1. MPME drones illustration.

Fig. 2. Regions variety of a pursuer.

some pathfinding and obstacle avoidance algorithms to find
the best path to reach the locked target (an evader). In this
kind of approach, some siege maneuver is also possible to be
conducted. According to the state-of-the-art performance in
MPME available solutions, the conventional approaches can
practically solve the MPME problem. The approach can be
proven mathematically to catch all existing evaders. A research
example of this conventional approach can be seen in [1].

The main task in MPME problem is to catch all existing
evaders as soon as possible for the sake of damage minimiza-
tion. Although there have been some solutions available to
capture all existing evaders, some improvement is still needed
to decrease the damage caused by evaders’ attack. This im-
provement is what this paper offers. We develop an approach
based on the development of the Internet of Battlefield Things
(IoBT). Here, every pursuer is possible to share data and
communicate with each other. As mentioned in [4], in the
practical world nowadays problem, one of the open research
issues in the anti-drone research field is about data association
for tackling multiple drones. This paper tries to propose an
approach for solving the open issue.

2. Research scope

This paper provides more detail explanation for multiple
drones’ communication strategy for the topic described in [5].
As the issue arose on [5], we try to explain how our proposed
algorithm can conduct an effective communication strategy
among evader drones. Here, we focus our problem on MPME
problem variant where evaders act as kamikaze troops, where
they do not consider the way back home maneuver or even
dodging maneuver. Evaders only care about how much damage
they can create towards a specific target. The equation about
this damage can be seen in [5]. This paper uses the same
assumptions and scopes provided by [5].

This research does not explain what kind of path planning
algorithm or obstacle avoidance algorithms is conducted by

each pursuer to catch an evader. There are many algorithms
developed about path planning and obstacle avoidance, for
example, [6–12]. This paper will only focus on communication
strategy to assign which evader should be chased by each
pursuer efficiently. This paper will not either describe what
kind of sensor does a pursuer need to detect the location of
evaders around the pursuer. Many articles have discussed this,
too, for example [7,9,13]. In this paper, each pursuer has a
limited detection-range to detect the location of any available
surrounding evaders. Each pursuer can obtain the precise lo-
cation of every evader inside the purser detection-range, but it
cannot predict any evader’s movement.

This paper does not either describe what technology is used
by each pursuer to communicate and share data because it
can be varied depending on the technical issue used by the
technology of drones. This paper only focuses on what kind
of data is shared among the pursuers and how each pursuer
should respond to the data received. The focus of this paper is
on the pursuer drones’ communication algorithm.

3. Proposed method

In our problem scope, each pursuer has 3 different regions.
Fig. 2 shows the region variety owned by each pursuer. Please
note that regions in Fig. 2 are 2D simplification region of a
3D environment region around a pursuer. In Fig. 2, the center
of the circle implies the position of a pursuer. Every pursuer
can only detect the location of evaders if they are inside R2
region. Thus, any pursuer cannot detect any evader located in
R3 region. When a pursuer chases an evader, there might be a
time where the chased evader is so close enough to the pursuer
that the evader is inside R1 region. R1 region symbolizes an
area where a pursuer can accurately attack evaders by any
available weapon. Thus, when an evader is in R1 region,
in this paper, the evader will be automatically destroyed for
simplicity. This approach is also used in [5]. Many MPME
types of research assume that every pursuer has an unlimited
amount of weapon/ammunition. Thus, in this research, there
is no scenario where a pursuer runs out of ammo. No matter
how many evaders enter R1 region of a pursuer, the pursuer
can automatically destroy the evaders in R1 region.

Algorithm 1 describes the main algorithm of the proposed
method. Each pursuer performs this algorithm. In this al-
gorithm, the variable Pme denotes the pursuer running this
algorithm. In our proposed method, every pursuer can com-
municate to all existing pursuers, and there is no master in
the pursuers’ group. When a pursuer Px has locked an evader
lockx and trying to chase it, other pursuers can know automat-
ically that a pursuer is targeting evader lockx. However, the
information about which pursuer is chasing the lockx can only
be known after a pursuer Pme call the FindPursuerWhoIs-
Chasing(lockx) procedure, as shown on Algorithm 1 Line 09.
In brief, the procedure of FindPursuerWhoIsChasing(lockx)
is a mechanism where Pme asks every pursuer whether they
are chasing lockx or not. When a pursuer Px is chasing lockx,
it will give its information to Pme.
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Fig. 3. Simple case of switching target illustration.

The primary proposed method is on Algorithm 1 Lines (09–
11 and 22–24). The line of codes describes that when a pursuer

Pme tries to chase a locked evader lockx, Pme communicates
to pursuer Px, who is pursuing lockx. If the distance of Pme is
closer to lockx compared to the distance of Px towards lockx,
then Pme will overtake the chasing of lockx. Meanwhile, the
Px should stop chasing the lockx and try to chase another
evader.

ds =

√
(dx)2 + (dy)2 + (dz)2 (1)

Because each drone can move freely in 3D space, (1)
calculates the distance between two drones (ds), where dx,
dy, and dz consecutively refer to the distance unit of two
drones on x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis in 3D space. Please note
that the term of locked evader used in Algorithm 1 refers to
an evader that has been assigned to be chased by a pursuer.
Fig. 3 illustrates the simplest case of switching target strategy
proposed by this paper. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the initial position
where a pursuer Px tries to chase a locked evader lockx. When
a pursuer Pme detects the existence of lockx, as shown in
Fig. 3(b), Pme communicates to Px to compare their distance
towards lockx. If Pme is closer to lockx, then lockx should be
chased by Pme instead of Px, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

By default, when a pursuer does not detect the existence of
any evader, it tends to stand by around a secured (protected)
area by calling perform standBy maneuver procedure. You
may notice that in the proposed method, there is no explicit
siege maneuver to chase an evader. We intentionally avoid
the siege maneuver to optimize the resource utilization of
each pursuer. Instead of performing siege maneuver, we tend
to synthesize that damage result of MPME problem can be
reduced when each pursuer only chases the nearest available
evader that is not being chased by another pursuer.

4. Experiment result

There are 2 main parameters measured as indicators of how
good the proposed method performance is; first is the number
of iteration (num iter), and second is the number of damage
(num dmg). Num iter indicates how many iterations needed
by pursuers to catch all evaders trying to attack a secured
area. According to [5], num iter is not varied much for any
different algorithm; thus, we can ignore this parameter. Mean-
while, num dmg indicates the number of damage received by
a secured area caused by evaders’ attack. It is calculated as
damage accumulation from evaders surrounding the area in a
specific range per iteration. In a real-life scenario, evaders can
only attack an area when they are in a close distance from
the area. Thus, in this experiment, num dmg is increased only
when there are evaders in a specific range from a secured area.
Please see [5] to know the more detail formula used to measure
num dmg. Here, for the performance evaluation parameter, the
less num dmg received by an area, the better the performance
of the algorithm.

In this research, we test the proposed algorithm in a 3D
Unity environment. Here, we use a distance measurement unit
as provided by the simulation environment. There is no exact
calibration for one distance unit in our simulator into real
physical distance units such as a meter. However, we try to
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Fig. 4. Mini maps showing position of drones in experiment.. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Simulation environment for performance evaluation.. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

manage that one distance unit in our simulator is as far as the
maximum distance a pursuer drone can reach in every second.
Thus, in our simulator, a pursuer drone can move up to 1
distance unit per iteration. For an analogy, if in a real physical
world, a drone has maximum flying speed 8 meters/second,
then a distance unit in our simulator is equal to 8 meters in the
real world. In our simulator, we use a 3D coordinate system,
where the drones are not moving in a strict discrete grid. The
coordinate system can be a decimal number, such as 0.123.
Each pursuer drone can move to any arbitrary direction.

In our experiment, we do not assume all evaders and
pursuers have the same amount of speed. We try to explore the
effects of speed variety among drones towards num dmg. We
provide Table 1 to explain our parameters in this experiment.
Please note that in Table 1, we also provide some different
values of pursuer’s region R1 and R2. As a gentle reminder,
we want to highlight that our proposed algorithm is an opti-
mization algorithm. We want to increase the performance of
any available method to handle our discussed problem.

As a consequence, we do not provide random movement
of the evaders because this kind of movement can produce
some biased results. When an evader drone performs a non-
attacking movement such as hiding, this movement will not
create any damage to the secured area (num dmg). We can
neglect this movement according to our objective. Because our
main objective is on decreasing num dmg, we focus our exper-
iment on showing that our proposed algorithm can perform a
good result in handling a kamikaze drone direct attack. This
kind of approach is computationally formal in promoting an
optimization algorithm for MPME problem, as used on [5]. In
a kamikaze drone maneuver, each evader drone movement is
intended to make a direct attack towards a target.

Fig. 4(a) shows the initial position of evaders and pursuers
in each testing. We set the nearest evader distance from the
secured area to 40 units. Please note that Fig. 4 is just a
mini-map from the sky-view, which symbolizes every drone
with a circle dot. If we take a closer look at the simulation
environment, then Fig. 5 shows how we manifest the drones.
In Fig. 4, evaders are symbolized with the brown dots, while
pursuers are symbolized with the green dots. The red circle
in the center of Fig. 4 indicates the central point of the area
needed to be secured. Evaders have two main formations from
four directions, as shown in Fig. 4(a), which are triangle
formation as shown on the left and right side of Fig. 4(a), and
rectangle formation as shown on the upside and downside of
Fig. 4(a).

Each evader starts from different (random) height, then
moving directly but in a constant height to a secured area. Ev-
ery evader does not perform any hiding or dodging maneuver
because it will create a bias on performance evaluation. Here,
we follow the evaders’ movement equation as used on [5].
When an evader is near enough to its target, it changes its
latitude to the height of the secured area. Meanwhile, the
pursuers start from the random position from surrounding of a
secured area. After some period of iteration, the coordinate of
each drone may change, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Please notice
that the bigger the size a dot has in Fig. 4, the higher its
position from the ground.

Fig. 5 shows that there are two kinds of drones in the
simulation environment. In this experiment, the green drones
represent pursuer drones; meanwhile, the brown drones repre-
sent evader drones. The purple line animates the process of a
pursuer capturing an evader. If we take a closer look at Fig. 5,
it tends to be complicated for pursuer drones to handle all of
the evaders if the pursuers do not have a good strategy to solve
the problem. Thus, to efficiently manage the MPME issue
discussed here, a switching target communication strategy is
proposed.

To gain the objective result performance evaluation of the
proposed method, we compare the proposed method with the
conventional method usually used for solving MPME problem.
There are many variants of conventional methods for solving
MPME problem, for example, by using area minimization, as
shown on [1]. However, in the general use of the conventional
method, each pursuer only chases the nearest evaders detected
around pursuer. There is no switching target communication
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Fig. 6. Number of damage comparison result (Case 1–16).

Fig. 7. Number of damage comparison result (Case 17–24).

strategy among them. In our simulation, we implement a
conventional method by using this approach: each pursuer only
chases the nearest detected evader a pursuer, pursues it until
the pursuer can destroy it, then conduct a new search for other
evaders.

We have conducted a varied amount of pursuers vs. evaders
to evaluate the comprehensive performance evaluation between
our proposed method and the conventional method. Because
this experiment is related to a dynamic environment, we test
each scenario 5 times then write their average num dmg, as
shown in Table 1. Figs. 6 and 7 show the data trend of Table 1.
For the sake of readability, we split the chart of Table 1
results in Figs. 6 and 7. Please note that both figures use
a different scale on the y-axis. According to those figures,
the proposed method performs better than the conventional
method commonly used in solving MPME.

5. Discussion and conclusion

According to our experiment results, the proposed method
in this paper performs better than the conventional method
usually used for solving MPME problem. The proposed method

Table 1
Experiment results for performance evaluation.

produces less damage compared to the conventional method.
In the conventional method approach, each pursuer tends to
chase the closest evader detected around the pursuer. Thus,
when more than one pursuer surround an evader, all of those
pursuers tend to chase the evader then perform siege maneuver.
Theoretically speaking, this approach indeed causes the time
to catch an evader become more efficient. However, as a
drawback, this approach tends to ignore any other evaders that
could harm the secured area. Fig. 8 illustrates the situation. In
Fig. 8, there are several green pursuers trying to chase red
evader ev in the center. Meanwhile, the other brown evaders
are ignored.

Although our proposed method mostly outperforms the
result of the conventional method, our proposed method pro-
duces a worse result compared to the conventional method
when we run the experiment case 5 (Table 1). In this case,
the conventional method performs better because the number
of evaders is equal to the number of pursuers. Comparing this
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Fig. 8. Drawback example of conventional MPME method.

result with cases 1–4, we analyze that our proposed method is
useful to increase the conventional method when the number
of evaders is more than the number of pursuers.

According to our experiment, the R1 and R2 areas affect
the num dmg significantly. When the coverage of R1 and R2
increase, the num dmg for both conventional and proposed
methods decrease. This result indicates that when we try to
develop an area defense system using drones, the wider area
can be detected by the drones’ sensor, the better drones’
performance will be. Table 1 results also show that the speed
of pursuers’ drones is very crucial in defending an area. When
the pursuers’ speed is less than the evaders’ speed, then the
damage of the secured area will be more serious. Thus, when
we consider developing such a multiple-drone based defense
system, we should use the most advanced drone technology
that can move at high speed.

In our experiment, we do not analyze the drone’s power
consumption needed for pursuer drone’s communication. This
parameter is indeed essential for practical implementation.
However, because of the rapid development of battery technol-
ogy, we analyze that the communication energy usage among
drones will not affect much the pursuer drones operation.
Besides, according to [14], the communication-related energy
used by a UAV in practice is much smaller than the UAV’s
propulsion energy. The comparison is about a few watts [15]
vs. hundreds of watts [16]. Thus, we consider ignoring this
parameter.

Different from the conventional method, in the proposed
method, each pursuer tries to avoid siege maneuver. Every
pursuer communicates to each other to check which pursuer
should take care of an evader. By doing this, although the
speed for catching a single evader might not be as fast as
the performance of conventional method speed, in general, the
time required to catch all evaders is faster. Thus, the damage
taken from the evaders’ attack could be reduced. Because
the experiment is conducted in a dynamic environment where
the movement of each drone cannot be repeated precisely
100%, it is difficult to state the improvement percentage of
the proposed method. It depends on how many pursuers and

evaders are involved in the experiment. However, according to
our experiment, it is shown that the proposed method could be
used to optimize the performance of the conventional MPME
method in handling attacks from multiple evaders drone on a
battlefield. In this experiment, one of the best improvements
of the proposed method is shown in Table 1 Case 15, where
damage reduction could perform more than 99%. In conclu-
sion, the usage of switching target communication strategy is
experimentally proven that can improve the performance of
multiple pursuer drones for catching multiple evaders drones
on a battlefield.
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